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- Computer programming training aims to cover many of the features and 
techniques needed for computer programming. 

-The first half of the training is structured so that the necessary components of 
procedural programming are introduced. The concepts covered are applicable to 
a whole host of different programming languages. Emphasis is placed on writing 
correct, efficient and maintainable programs.

-The second half of the training develops on the earlier techniques but with 
particular application to object oriented programming. The construction of well-
designed interfaces, and program encapsulation and abstraction are discussed.

- The training is based on a number of example programs and emphasis is placed 
on coursework with the aim of ensuring that the theory covered in lectures is 
reinforced by practical programming exercises.



LearningLearning OutcomesOutcomes::
At the end of the module, a student will be able to:At the end of the module, a student will be able to:

--design, implement, test, debug and document web based computer pdesign, implement, test, debug and document web based computer programs using rograms using 
a variety of current tools and technologies. a variety of current tools and technologies. 

--design, implement, test, debug and document at least one other tdesign, implement, test, debug and document at least one other type of computer ype of computer 
program such as: game program, database program, object orientedprogram such as: game program, database program, object oriented program. program. 

--understand the relationship between computer programs and organiunderstand the relationship between computer programs and organizational zational 
processes. processes. 

--interpret the mathematical concepts of a programming related prointerpret the mathematical concepts of a programming related problemblem--solving solving 
task and translate them into programming logic and expressions. task and translate them into programming logic and expressions. 

-- identify and predict a program behavior  favored by a certain midentify and predict a program behavior  favored by a certain microicro--architecture architecture 
of a processorof a processor



COURSE CONTENT COURSE CONTENT 

1. Introduction to programming:1. Introduction to programming:
Programming paradigms; Programming paradigms; 
From Specification through Algorithms to Implementation;From Specification through Algorithms to Implementation;
Program compilation and testing.Program compilation and testing.

2. Building Elements: 2. Building Elements: 
Preconditions and post conditions Preconditions and post conditions 
Basic data types; Basic data types; 
Variables, identifiers and scopeVariables, identifiers and scope

3. Control structures: 3. Control structures: 
Conditionals; Conditionals; 
Case statements and loops; Case statements and loops; 
Correctness issues when programming with loops. Correctness issues when programming with loops. 



4. Methods:4. Methods:

Comparison between iteration and recursion.Comparison between iteration and recursion.
Programming with objects and classes Programming with objects and classes 

5. Complex data types:5. Complex data types:
Parameter passing by reference and by value; Parameter passing by reference and by value; 
Encapsulation. Encapsulation. 

6. Arrays and strings6. Arrays and strings
Dynamic binding;Dynamic binding;
Multiple inheritance; Multiple inheritance; 

Interfaces and abstract classes.Interfaces and abstract classes.

7. Program specifications7. Program specifications
8. Error handling8. Error handling
9. Methods of testing9. Methods of testing



LABORATORYLABORATORY

1.1. Applications with articles and crowd.Applications with articles and crowd.
2.2. Develop a program menuDevelop a program menu
3.3. Transmission  parameters of functions and procedures.Transmission  parameters of functions and procedures.
4.4. Applications of the method breakdowns in successive stepsApplications of the method breakdowns in successive steps
5.5. Recursive  procedure and functions.                            Recursive  procedure and functions.                            
6.6. Simple linked lists, specific operations Simple linked lists, specific operations 
7.7. DoubleDouble--linked listlinked list
8.8. Greedy method: connecting steps with minimal costGreedy method: connecting steps with minimal cost
9.9. Buck trackingBuck tracking
10. Files10. Files
11. Graphics 11. Graphics 



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

1. Technical University of Munich
2. University of Trento (Italy)

3. 3. UniversitaryUniversitary College of College of NyiregyhazaNyiregyhaza
(Hungary)(Hungary)
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